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SUMMARY

This paper shows a steady simulation of blood flow in the major head and neck arteries as if they

had rigid walls, using patient specific geometry and CFD software FLUENT
R©. The Artery geom-

etry is obtained by CT–scan segmentation with the commercial software ScanIP
TM

. A cause and

effect study with various Reynolds numbers, viscous models and blood fluid models is provided.

Mesh independence is achieved through wall y+ and pressure gradient adaption. It was found, that

a Newtonian fluid model is not appropriate for all geometry parts, therefore the non–Newtonian

properties of blood are required for small vessel diameters and low Reynolds numbers. The k–ω
turbulence model is suitable for the whole Reynolds number range.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A better understanding of patient specific blood flow should inform pharmacodynamic simula-

tions of regional drug concentrations, for instance intra arterial catheter placement positioning

in chemotherapy for cancer of the head and neck. The ongoing development in computation re-

sources allow engineers to simulate blood flow in vessels in a more realistic way then one decade

ago. In contrast to ideal geometry, where many assumptions are required, the patient specific

geometry, which is obtained from CT or MRI–scans [1, 2], offers detailed knowledge of flow

dynamics including three dimensional vortices. This paper contains a cause and effect study of

boundary conditions and material models for a steady simulation with rigid walls and provides

conclusions, how to ensure the quality of CFD simulations in a patient specific model.

2 STEADY SIMULATION

The blood flow simulation in head and neck vessels with patient specific geometry was started

with a model of the right common carotid artery, shown in Fig. 1. The geometry does not contain

the major neck veins, hence the pressure value is not directly comparable with blood pressure

measures. It is desirable to include as many geometrical details as possible for further studies,

meaning major neck veins and a model including smaller peripheral arterial and venous blood

vessels. The Reynolds number was calculated on a cross section near the pressure inlet bc with the

velocity magnitude. The geometry was created with the software ScanIP
TM

[3]. A patient’s head
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Figure 1: Artery and skull after segmentation (a). Total pressure on the wall for the highest Reynolds number

Re = 3972. k − ω turbulence and blood as Newtonian medium was used (b). The pressure inlet is bc–

brachiocephalic artery. All the other limits are pressure outlets, rsc–right subclavian artery, cca–common

carotid artery, sta–superior thyroid artery, la–lingual artery, fa–facial artery, eca–external carotid artery and

ica–internal carotid artery.

and neck CT–Scans were segmented to generate a volume mesh. Using gray scale values, vessels

were marked throughout the slices and segmented into a volume. The volume was imported into

GAMBIT [4] for remeshing. The CFD simulation was solved by FLUENT
R©. Blood flow in the

human body is pulsatile. In general, a transient CFD simulation takes a very long computational

time and requires extensive memory and disk capacity in comparison with a steady simulation.

A cause and effect study is compulsory to set up a realistic transient simulation with appropriate

parameters. Therefore, it is good to begin with a steady simulation to study the effects of various

meshes, turbulence models and material models.

The mesh consists of hexahedron elements in the artery core and tetrahedron elements for the

vessel wall. Due to this separation, the core elements have a perfect quality, the skewness being

close to zero. The focus was on the tetrahedron elements next to the wall. To resolve the boundary

layer, it is required to create a fine mesh next to the wall. The mesh refinement and independence

test was done by wall y+ adaption and pressure gradient adaption in FLUENT
R©. For the most

critical case with the maximum Reynolds number, a value of y+ = 5.9 was achieved, which

is slightly above the recommendation of y+ < 5, found in [5] and [6, chapter 12.11.1]. The

impact on the simulation results, during the mesh adaption process, was monitored by the velocity

magnitude of the bc–inlet and ica–, fa–outlets, shown in Fig. 2. After finding an appropriate

mesh, a series of simulations was made. It was decided to vary the Reynolds number in eight

steps at the pressure inlet bc in a typical range 676 ≤ Re ≤ 3972, given by [7, chapter 3] for

the brachiocephalic artery. In order to simplify the simulation, fluid structure interaction was not

considered, hence rigid walls were set up for this model.

First, the fluid model of blood was Newtonian and the k − ω turbulence model was used. In [6,

chapter 7.2.2] best practice guidelines are described for an approximate setup for the turbulent

kinetic energy k and specific dissipation rate ω for fully developed turbulent pipe flows. The

range of Re extends from laminar over transitional to turbulent, measured by the critical Reynolds

number for pipe flows Re = 2300. However, in pulsating blood flow it is rather improbable that

full developed turbulent flow will occur. Neither the entrance length nor the time are long enough
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Figure 2: The mesh quality is examined by monitoring mass averaged velocity at pressure inlet and two pressure outlets,

using the k − ω turbulence model, taking blood as a Newtonian medium with the highest Reynolds number,

Re = 3972. The velocity is normalised for each variable with their maximum value. The first mesh adaption

for all cells adjacent to the wall results in decreasing velocity values. The change after the wall y+ adaption

in the smaller arteries (eca and fa–outlet) is marginal, the maximum value of wall y+ is 5.9. The following

velocity gradient adaption was stopped when the value change was below 3%.

for a fully established turbulent flow. Nevertheless low turbulent effects will be present and have

to be taken into account. In a transient simulation, choosing between laminar and turbulent is

required in the pre processing. Later on, simulations were done with laminar viscous model and

the non–Newtonian power law fluid model. The difference between the k−ω model in a standard

or SST version to laminar viscous model is negligible for low Reynolds numbers, Fig. 3a. The k –

ω model is appropriate for low Reynolds number flow with standard or SST option. The difference

between both k – ω models on high Reynolds number is marginal, Fig. 3b.
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Figure 3: Velocity profiles of line probe ica and bc for low and high Reynolds numbers with various viscous model

approaches, Fig. (a) and (b). In (a), the difference between booth k–ω models and laminar viscous model is

negligible, contrary to (b). In Fig. (c) the turbulence intensity is shown. The blood fluid model is Newtonian.

Blood is a non–Newtonian fluid. Its viscosity depends on the shear rate. For small shear rates, the

viscosity increases. Approximately from γ̇ > 100 s−1, the viscosity is constant as for a Newtonian

fluid, dealt with in [8, chapter 1.2.2]. In [9, chapter 6.4.2], different fluid models are introduced

with typical parameters for blood. Every model has advantages and disadvantages, and a com-

parison is studied in [10]. It was decided to use the power law model for a comparison between

Newtonian and non–Newtonian fluid. Fig. 4 shows the influence of the viscous assumption on the

simulation results. For small vessels on small Reynolds numbers it is not valid to use a Newtonian

model, shown by Fig. 4b. The influence decreases with higher Reynolds numbers and increasing

vessel diameter, Fig. 4a and (c). Further studies with various non–Newtonian models are required.
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Figure 4: Velocity profiles with various blood models. Black markers show blood as a Newtonian medium, red markers

as non–Newtonian power law. The non–Newtonian approach results in lower velocity values, due to more

viscosity on low shear rate. This effect is more relevant in low Reynolds number flow and in small vessels.

The difference between both material models is approximately 50%, shown in Fig. (b). In contrast, Fig. (c)

shows approximately similar functions. The length of line–bc is L = 0.0121m, of line–rsc L = 0.0093m,

of line–ica L = 0.0057m and of line–fa L = 0.0029m.

3 CONCLUSIONS

A mesh independent solution is produced with wall y+ and pressure gradient adaption in FLUENT
R©.

A maximum value of y+ = 5 is desirable. The k − ω turbulence model is able to provide ap-

proximately similar results as the laminar viscous model for low Reynolds numbers. For further

simulations the Newtonian fluid model approach is not desirable. The small arteries with low

Reynolds number values require a non–Newtonian fluid model with increasing viscosity on low

shear rates. A study of the fluid structure interaction is necessary to estimate the influence of the

vessel deformation on the simulation results.
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